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Today’s episode is also another lecture, speech or presentation. We can choose a word we 
prefer; I think of this being a visit. 
 
The Committee says: 
 
“Change is a sphere, a ball or a globe. It moves always; when observing it appear still, this 
means movement is you. Because movement is relative, two things can together or each one 
separately, make the other or both seem to move. The unmoving sphere moves because you 
do. 
 
The observer might argue s/he is also still, in place and unmoving. This ignores the ability to 
observe, which means lungs respirate, a heart beats and blood flows; movement. 
 
Movement is both among places and within a place, all depending upon what is meant and 
understood by place.  
 
Changes are movement; in which direction, the one you choose or that which is chosen for 
you? 
 
Knowledge of destination, outcome, result, objective or goal makes the choice more clear.  
 
S/he who intends to choose for you, this person or people who would direct you, steer you, 
point you and control you, do so to avoid being steered themselves.  
 
The best way to steer others is not to attempt it; steer but yourself. Point your boat & compass, 
your car & road, your airplane & cloud, towards the place you want, you desire and you prefer. 
S/he who might benefit also, will join you with no more than a suggestion. 
 
You are steered by attraction and push; what lures and what compels you to follow a certain 
path? Once cables, rods, wires and levers are visible, the director becomes known. The 
destination might not yet be but this does not matter once steering linkage has been revealed. 
The controlled end of a mechanism understands what is being done, then resists. 
 
Examples of coercion, power, force and the control which appears to result, are but symbolic 
intimidation. It is not possible to exert pressure on enough people to steer the ship of society, 
but intimidation will push enough subjects into compliance. The remainder can be lured with 
their emotions. 
 
The current ability to flood mankind with information has not existed on Earth for enough 
history that none is recorded in popular lore; that portion of Earth’s history is not 
rememberable, recallable or acknowledged by humans. At that moment however, effects were 
far different from what happens today. Transparence was the theme; nowdays humans follow 
roads to obfuscation. Concealment, containment and separation are the way. 
 
With the volume of information thrown at mankind continuously, one has to ask oneself: how 
can this be considered concealment or containment? That question is the method used to fool, 
trick and convince that the opposite occurs. 
 



Overload excludes. To prevent more material from being added, exceed current capacity, 
humans have a limited appetite for information, both absorption andretention. Recall and 
application of it are another matter, as you all know. 
 
Have you ever observed a crowd of pedestrians in a large city? Do the majority not walk with 
their faces aimed at small, hand held screens instead of towards their surroundings? This is an 
example of the training which appears voluntary. It is on the surface but the design which has 
led to it, is far more insidious.  
 
What occurs now is the start of social metamorphosis; if a data set of objective measurements 
are plotted on a graph, the purpose to reveal if a trend, tendency or curve exists, it would be 
noted how sharp increases currently and recently occur in any social area measured or 
measurable during the most recent two decades of human time.  
 
We assure you, these graphs have already been plotted, as the plot thickens. You can see and 
feel it all around you, as either observer or participant, often both. 
 
Mankind’s most recent three centuries of human events offer occurrences which can 
objectively be described as monumental. Spain and Great Britain’s colonies lost, the Spanish 
bacterial Flu which was not a virus, the USA’s Civil War, the Turkish and British Empires, the rise 
and fall of Communism, the two world wars, the occupation of Japan, the industrialization of 
China, the coronavirus manipulation and the rise of a great commercial and military power 
approaching dominance once exercised during Atlantis. 
 
The above events are not significant in comparison with the beginnings now underway; this is 
the reason you feel what happens now so. It is more than a shift of thinking, being and living; 
the alterations now coming to Earth are the arrival of a great opportunity. 
 
We assure you mankind will take great advantage of this, propelling itself, yourself and 
yourselves forward in ways unimaginable at this moment.  
 
For far too many humans, forward means material possessions, goods, control over them and 
of resources. Personal contentment and happiness are largely deemed to flow out from and be 
the result of possessions and control. This is not true.  
 
Old habits will become corrosive before they die, but many among you will cling to them until 
even after grabbing efforts become obviously futile.  
 
Security will come when it is not sought. 
 
This will herald the beginning. Control will be within, not without. Be well one and all.”    
  


